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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to study modified two-step iteration process for a pair
of quasi-nonexpansive mapping and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping in the inter-
mediate sense. We also establish some strong convergence theorems and a weak convergence
theorem for this iteration scheme and mappings in the framework of real Banach spaces. The
results presented in this paper extend, improve and generalize some previous results from the
existing literature (see for example [1, 3, 5–7, 9–13]).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let K be a nonempty subset of a real Banach space E. Let T WK!K be a map-
ping, then we denote the set of all fixed points of T by F.T /. The set of common
fixed points of two mappings S and T will be denoted by F D F.S/\F.T /. A
mapping T WK!K is said to be:

(1) nonexpansive if

kT x�Tyk � kx�yk

for all x;y 2K.

(2) quasi-nonexpansive if F.T /¤¿ and

kT x�pk � kx�pk

for all x 2K and p 2 F.T /.
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(3) asymptotically nonexpansive if there exists a sequence fkng 2 Œ1;1/ with
limn!1kn D 1 and

kT nx�T nyk � knkx�yk

for all x; y 2K and n� 1.

(4) asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive if F.T / ¤ ¿ and there exists a sequence
fkng 2 Œ1;1/ such that limn!1kn D 1 and

kT nx�pk � knkx�pk

for all x 2K, p 2 F.T / and n� 1.

(5) uniformly L-Lipschitzian if there exists a constant L> 0 such that

kT nx�T nyk � Lkx�yk

for all x; y 2K and n� 1.

(6) uniformly quasi-Lipschitzian if there exists L 2 Œ1;C1/ such that

kT nx�pk � Lkx�pk

for all x 2K, p 2 F.T / and n� 1.

Remark 1. It is clear that every nonexpansive mapping is asymptotically non-
expansive and every asymptotically nonexpansive is uniformly Lipschitzian. Also,
if F.T / ¤ ¿, then a nonexpansive mapping is a quasi-nonexpansive mapping, an
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping is an asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive, a
uniformly L-Lipschitzian mapping must be uniformly quasi-Lipschitzian and an
asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping must be uniformly quasi-Lipschitzian
mapping but the converse is not true in general.

The class of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings was introduced by
Goebel and Kirk [4] as a generalization of the class of nonexpansive mappings. Re-
call also that a mapping T WK!K is said to be asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive
in the intermediate sense [17] provided that T is uniformly continuous and

limsup
n!1

sup
x2K; p2F.T /

�
kT nx�pk�kx�pk

�
� 0:

From the above definitions, it follows that asymptotically nonexpansive mapping
must be asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive
mapping in the intermediate sense. But the converse does not hold as the following
example:
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Example 1. Let X D R be a normed linear space and K D Œ0;1�. For each x 2K,
we define

T .x/D

�
kx; if x ¤ 0;
0; if x D 0;

where 0 < k < 1. Then

jT nx�T nyj D knjx�yj � jx�yj

for all x;y 2K and n 2N.

Thus T is an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with constant sequence f1g
and

limsup
n!1

fjT nx�T nyj� jx�yjg D limsup
n!1

fknjx�yj� jx�yjg � 0

because limn!1kn D 0 as 0 < k < 1, for all x;y 2K, n 2N and T is continuous.
Hence T is an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping in the intermediate sense.

Example 2. Let X D R, K D Œ� 1
�
; 1
�
� and jkj< 1. For each x 2K, define

T .x/D

�
kx sin.1=x/; if x ¤ 0;

0; if x D 0:

Then T is an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping in the intermediate sense but
it is not asymptotically nonexpansive mapping.

Since 1972, many authors have studied weak and strong convergence problem of
the iterative sequences (with errors) for asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in
Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces (see,for example, [4, 6, 7, 9–12, 16] and references
therein).

In 2007, Agarwal et al. [1] introduced the following iteration process:

x1 D x 2K;

xnC1 D .1�˛n/T
nxnC˛nT

nyn;

yn D .1�ˇn/xnCˇnT
nxn; n� 1 (1.1)

where f˛ng and fˇng are in .0;1/. They showed that this process converge at a rate
same as that of Picard iteration and faster than Mann for contractions.

The above process deals with one mapping only. The case of two mappings in
iterative processes has also remained under study since Das and Debata [3] gave and
studied a two mappings process. Later on, many authors, for example Khan and Taka-
hashi [6], Shahzad and Udomene [13] and Takahashi and Tamura [14] have studied
the two mappings case of iterative schemes for different types of mappings.
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Recently, Khan et al. [5] studied the modified two-step iteration process for two
mappings as follows:

x1 D x 2K;

xnC1 D .1�˛n/T
nxnC˛nS

nyn;

yn D .1�ˇn/xnCˇnT
nxn; n� 1 (1.2)

where f˛ng and fˇng are in .0;1/. They established weak and strong convergence
theorems in the setting of real Banach spaces.

Inspired and motivated by Agarwal et al. [1], Khan et al. [5] and many oth-
ers, in this paper we introduce the following iteration scheme for a pair of quasi-
nonexpansive and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping in the intermediate
sense. The proposed iteration scheme is as follows:

Definition 1. Let S WK!K be a quasi-nonexpansive mapping and T WK!K be
an asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping in the intermediate sense on a closed
convex subsetK of a real Banach spaceE withKCK �K. Let fxng be the sequence
defined as:

x1 D x 2K;

xnC1 D .1�˛n/T
nxnC˛nSynCun;

yn D .1�ˇn/xnCˇnT
nxnCvn; n� 1 (1.3)

where f˛ng and fˇng are sequences in .0;1/ and fung and fvng are two sequences
in K. The iteration scheme (1.3) is called modified two-step iteration process with
errors for a pair of mappings.

The aim of this paper is to establish some strong convergence theorems and a
weak convergence theorem for newly proposed iteration scheme (1.3) in the frame-
work of real Banach spaces. The results presented in this paper extend, improve
and generalize some previous known corresponding results from the literature (e.g.
[1, 3, 5–7, 9–13] and many others).

2. PRELIMINARIES

For the sake of convenience, we restate the following concepts.

A mapping T WK! K is said to be demiclosed at zero, if for any sequence fxng
in K, the condition fxng converges weakly to x 2 K and fT xng converges strongly
to 0 imply T x D 0.

A mapping T WK!K is said to be semi-compact [2] if for any bounded sequence
fxng in K such that kxn � T xnk ! 0 as n!1, then there exists a subsequence
fxnk
g � fxng such that xnk

! x� 2K strongly.
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We say that a Banach space E satisfies the Opial’s condition [8] if for each se-
quence fxng in E weakly convergent to a point x and for all y ¤ x

liminf
n!1

kxn�xk< liminf
n!1

kxn�yk:

The examples of Banach spaces which satisfy the Opial’s condition are Hilbert
spaces and all LpŒ0;2�� with 1 < p ¤ 2 fail to satisfy Opial’s condition [8].

Now, we state the following useful lemma to prove our main results:

Lemma 1 (see [15]). Let f˛ng1nD1 and fˇng1nD1 be two sequences of nonnegative
numbers with

P1
nD1ˇn <1. If one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) ˛nC1 � ˛nCˇn, n� 1,
(ii) ˛nC1 � .1Cˇn/˛n, n� 1,

then the limit limn!1˛n exists.

3. MAIN RESULTS

In this section, we prove some strong convergence theorems and a weak conver-
gence theorem of the iteration scheme (1.3) for a pair of quasi-nonexpansive and
asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping in the intermediate sense in the frame-
work of real Banach spaces.

Theorem 1. Let E be a real Banach space and K be a nonempty closed convex
subset of E with KCK �K. Let S WK!K be a quasi-nonexpansive mapping and
T WK!K be uniformly L-Lipschitzian asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping
in the intermediate sense such that F DF.S/\F.T /¤¿. Let fxng be the sequence
defined by (1.3) with the restrictions

P1
nD1 kunk<1 and

P1
nD1 kvnk<1. Put

Gn Dmax
n

sup
x2K; q2F

�
kT nx�qk�kx�qk

�
_0; 8n� 1

o
(3.1)

such that
P1
nD1Gn <1. Then fxng converges to a common fixed point of the map-

pings S and T if and only if liminfn!1d.xn;F /D 0, where
d.x;F /D infp2F d.x;p/.

Proof. The necessity is obvious. Thus we only prove the sufficiency. Let q 2 F .
Then from (1.3) and (3.1), we have

kyn�qk D k.1�ˇn/xnCˇnT
nxnCvn�qk

� .1�ˇn/kxn�qkCˇnkT
nxn�qkCkvnk

� .1�ˇn/kxn�qkCˇnŒkxn�qkCGn�Ckvnk

D .1�ˇn/kxn�qkCˇnkxn�qkCˇnGnCkvnk

� kxn�qkCGnCkvnk: (3.2)
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Again using (1.3), (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain

kxnC1�qk D k.1�˛n/T
nxnC˛nSynCun�qk

� .1�˛n/kT
nxn�qkC˛nkSyn�qkCkunk

� .1�˛n/Œkxn�qkCGn�C˛nkyn�qkCkunk

� .1�˛n/kxn�qkC˛nŒkxn�qkCGnCkvnk�

C .1�˛n/GnCkunk

� kxn�qkCGnCkunkC˛nkvnk

D kxn�qkC�n (3.3)

where �n DGnCkunkC˛nkvnk. Since by assumption of the theorem
P1
nD1Gn <

1,
P1
nD1 kunk<1 and

P1
nD1 kvnk<1, it follows thatP1

nD1 �n <1. Thus by Lemma 1 we know that the limit limn!1 kxn�qk exists.
Also from (3.3), we obtain

d.xnC1;F /� d.xn;F /C�n; (3.4)

for all n� 1. From Lemma 1 and (3.4), we know that limn!1d.xn;F / exists. Since
liminfn!1d.xn;F /D 0, we have that limn!1d.xn;F /D 0.

Next, we shall prove that fxng is a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, for any m;n � 1
and for given p 2 F , from (3.3), we have

kxnCm�pk � kxnCm�1�pkC�nCm�1

� kxnCm�2�pkC�nCm�2C�nCm�1

� : : :

� kxn�pkC

nCm�1X
jDn

�j : (3.5)

Since

lim
n!1

d.xn;F /D 0;

1X
nD1

�n <1 (3.6)

for any given " > 0, there exists a positive integer n1 such that

d.xn;F / <
"

8
;

1X
jDn

�j <
"

4
8n� n1: (3.7)

Hence, there exists q 2 F such that

kxn�qk<
"

4
8n� n1: (3.8)
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Consequently, for any n� n1 and m� 1, from (3.5), we have

kxnCm�xnk � kxnCm�qkCkxn�qk

� kxn�qkC

nCm�1X
jDn

�j Ckxn�qk

� 2kxn�qkC

nCm�1X
jDn

�j

< 2�
"

4
C2�

"

4
D ": (3.9)

This implies that fxng is a Cauchy sequence in E and so is convergent since E is
complete. Let limn!1xn D q�. Then q� 2K. It remains to show that q� 2 F . Let
"1 > 0 be given. Then there exists a natural number n2 such that

kxn�q
�
k<

"1

2.LC1/
; 8n� n2: (3.10)

Since limn!1d.xn;F / D 0, there must exists a natural number n3 � n2 such that
for all n� n3, we have

d.xn;F / <
"1

3.LC1/
; (3.11)

and in particular, we have

d.xn3
;F / <

"1

3.LC1/
: (3.12)

Therefore, there exists ´� 2 F such that

kxn3k�´� <
"1

2.LC1/
: (3.13)

Consequently, we have

kTq��q�k D kTq��´�C´��xn3
Cxn3

�q�k

� kTq��´�kCk´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� Lkq��´�kCk´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� Lkq��xn3
Cxn3

�´�kCk´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� LŒkq��xn3
kCkxn3

�´�k�Ck´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� .LC1/kq��xn3
kC .LC1/k´��xn3

k

< .LC1/�
"1

2.LC1/
C .LC1/�

"1

2.LC1/
< "1: (3.14)

This implies that q� 2 F.T /. Similarly, we can show that q� 2 F.S/. Since S is
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quasi-nonexpansive, so it is uniformly quasi-1 Lipschitzian (by Remark 1), so here
taking LD 1, we have

kSq��q�k D kSq��´�C´��xn3
Cxn3

�q�k

� kSq��´�kCk´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� kq��´�kCk´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� kq��xn3
Cxn3

�´�kCk´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� Œkq��xn3
kCkxn3

�´�k�Ck´��xn3
kCkxn3

�q�k

� 2kq��xn3
kC2k´��xn3

k

< 2�
"1

4
C2�

"1

4
< "1: (3.15)

This shows that q� 2 F.S/. Thus q� 2 F , that is, q� is a common fixed point of the
mappings S and T . This completes the proof. �

Theorem 2. Let E be a real Banach space and K be a nonempty closed convex
subset of E with KCK �K. Let S WK!K be a quasi-nonexpansive mapping and
T WK!K be uniformly L-Lipschitzian asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping
in the intermediate sense such that F D F.S/\F.T / ¤ ¿. Let f˛ng and fˇng be
sequences in Œı;1� ı� for some ı 2 .0;1/. Let fxng be the sequence defined by (1.3)
with the restrictions

P1
nD1 kunk<1 and

P1
nD1 kvnk<1. Put

Gn Dmax
n

sup
x2K; q2F

�
kT nx�qk�kx�qk

�
_0; 8n� 1

o
such that

P1
nD1Gn <1. Suppose that the mappings S and T satisfy the following

conditions:

.C1/ limn!1 kxn�Sxnk D 0 and limn!1 kxn�T xnk D 0,

.C2/ there exists a constant A > 0 such thatn
kxn�SxnkCkxn�T xnk

o
� Ad.xn;F /

for all n� 1.

Then fxng converges strongly to a common fixed point of the mappings S and T .

Proof. From conditions .C1/ and .C2/, we have limn!1d.xn;F /D 0, it follows
as in the proof of Theorem 1, that fxng must converges strongly to a common fixed
point of the mappings S and T . This completes the proof. �
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Theorem 3. Let E be a real Banach space and K be a nonempty closed convex
subset of E with KCK �K. Let S WK!K be a quasi-nonexpansive mapping and
T WK!K be uniformly L-Lipschitzian asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping
in the intermediate sense such that F D F.S/\F.T / ¤ ¿. Let f˛ng and fˇng be
sequences in Œı;1� ı� for some ı 2 .0;1/. Let fxng be the sequence defined by (1.3)
with the restrictions

P1
nD1 kunk<1 and

P1
nD1 kvnk<1. Put

Gn Dmax
n

sup
x2K; q2F

�
kT nx�qk�kx�qk

�
_0; 8n� 1

o
such that

P1
nD1Gn <1. Suppose limn!1 kxn � Sxnk D 0 and limn!1 kxn �

T xnk D 0. If at least one of the mappings S and T is semi-compact, then the se-
quence fxng converges strongly to a common fixed point of S and T .

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T is semi-compact. By
Theorem 1, fxng is bounded and by assumption of the theorem limn!1 kxn�SxnkD
0 and limn!1 kxn�T xnk D 0. This means that there exists a subsequence fxnk

g �

fxng such that xnk
! x� 2 K as nk !1. Now again by the hypothesis of the

theorem, we find

kx��T x�k D lim
nk!1

kxnk
�T xnk

k D 0

and

kx��Sx�k D lim
nk!1

kxnk
�Sxnk

k D 0:

This shows that x� 2 F . According to Theorem 1, the limit limn!1 kxn � x�k
exists. Then

lim
n!1

kxn�x
�
k D lim

nk!1
kxnk

�x�k D 0;

which means that fxng converges to x� 2 F . Thus the sequence fxng converges
strongly to a common fixed point of the mappings S and T . This completes the
proof. �

Theorem 4. Let E be a real Banach space satisfying Opial’s condition and K
be a weakly compact subset of E with K CK � K. Let S WK ! K be a quasi-
nonexpansive mapping and T WK ! K be uniformly L-Lipschitzian asymptotically
quasi-nonexpansive mapping in the intermediate sense such thatF DF.S/\F.T /¤
¿. Let f˛ng and fˇng be sequences in Œı;1�ı� for some ı 2 .0;1/. Let fxng be the se-
quence defined by (1.3) with the restrictions

P1
nD1 kunk<1 and

P1
nD1 kvnk<1.

Put

Gn Dmax
n

sup
x2K; q2F

�
kT nx�qk�kx�qk

�
_0; 8n� 1

o
such that

P1
nD1Gn <1. Suppose that S and T have a hybrid fixed point, I �S

and I �T are demiclosed at zero and fxng is an approximating fixed point sequence
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for S and T , that is, limn!1 kxn�Sxnk D 0 and limn!1 kxn�T xnk D 0. Then
fxng converges weakly to a common fixed point of S and T .

Proof. First, we show that !w.xn/� F . Let xnk
! x weakly. By assumption, we

have limn!1 kxn�Sxnk D 0 and limn!1 kxn�T xnk D 0. Since I �S and I �T
are demiclosed at zero, x 2 F . By Opial’s condition, fxng possesses only one weak
limit point, that is, fxng converges weakly to a common fixed point of S and T . This
completes the proof. �

Remark 2. Our results extend, improve and generalize many known results from
the existing literature to the case of more general class of mappings and modified
two-step iteration scheme with errors considered in this paper.

4. CONCLUSION

We proved several results on the iteration scheme (1.3) for a pair of
quasi-nonexpansive and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping in the interme-
diate sense. This class is more general than the classes of nonexpansive, quasi-
nonexpansive, asymptotically nonexpansive and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive
mappings. Thus our results provide improvements and extensions of the results of
the existing literature.
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